
DREAM
ALLUMINIUM TENDER
ALUMINIUM HULL

340

A fully equipped dinghy!

The DREAM 340 is a semi-rigid dinghy with all the necessary comfort for your sea trips. With a length of 3.40 meters, the DREAM 340 model is sold in Pack. 
The DREAM 340 pack includes the console for piloting the boat designed with an adjoining seat and a rear bench seat with 2 places. Under each seat you will 
find, for your comfort, an integrated storage box. The dinghy is also equipped with an aluminum double floor, a 21-liter fuel tank and additional storage space 
in the bow. The double floor of the DREAM 340 allows water to drain from the bottom of the hull. Its flat deck is covered with a non-slip EVA foam.

The DREAM 340 is built with an aluminum hull, guaranteeing the longevity of your boat. The high strength marine grade aluminum is powder coated and 
heated at high temperatures to ensure a smooth, durable and environmentally friendly finish. Its bow protection and ultra-wide chafe strip give you peace of 
mind when docking. The pronounced V-shape of its hull provides stability and exceptional passage in the waves.

EQUIPMENT

Double aluminum floor
Pilot console with seat and storage
Double rear bench with storage box
Front trunk 
Lifting ring 
Anti-skid Eva  deck coating
Tube protection band 
Bow protection strip
Inflator
Oar 
Built-in 25L fuel tank under the deck

STANDARD

SPECIFICATIONS

Full lenght 3.40 m

Full lenght 2.60 m

Width 2.14 m

Interior width 1.10 m

Depth 0.85 m

Dead rise bow 24 °

Tube diameter 45 cm

Air chambers 5

Weight 160 kg

Tube inflation pressure 0.25 bar

Passengers 5

Maximum load weight 500 kg

Maxiumum power 30 HP

Engine shaft Simple S

Design category C

Fuel tank 25 L

PVC Grey 5 555€ TTC

PVC Grey / Grey cover 6 080€ TTC

Hypalon Grey 7 235€ TTC

Hypalon Grey / Grey cover 7 760€ TTC

Dimensional and weight tolerances ±10%.
In tropical climates, the use of 3D TENDER PVC boats is excluded from the warranty. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.


